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Season 8, Episode 23
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The One Where Rachel Has a Baby



Ross and Rachel go to the hospital to have their baby, but it's a long labor. They get stuck in a semi-private room, and many other couples come and go before Rachel is ready to deliver - the last couple being Janice and her new husband. Meanwhile, Chandler and Monica decide to start trying to have a baby, but can't find an empty hospital room where they wouldn't be disturbed. Also, Phoebe meets a handsome stranger and "recruits" Dr. Drake Ramoray to gather some personal information about him.

After Rachel gives birth to her little baby girl, she must confront relationship issues around her. So does Ross, who gets an engagement ring from his mother, while she urges him to propose to Rachel. The things, however, take an interesting turn.
Quest roles:
Maggie Wheeler(Janice), Christina Pickles(Judy Geller), Amanda Carlin(Dr. Long), Sarah Rush(Nurse #3), Tim DeKay(Marc), Eddie McClintock(Cliff Burnett), Debi Mazar(Evil Bitch), Rachael Harris(Julie), Mark Daniel Cade(Doctor), Jo Nell Kennedy(Nurse #1), Henriette Mantel(Nurse #2), Maurice Godin(Sid), Laura Margolis(Woman Giving Birth)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
16 May 2002, 20:00
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